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Across 

 7 Spike Milligan finally succeeded, even if 

rejected originally (5) 

 8 Most pompous, thieves a potty! (8) 

 9 Least likely to manage growth, Miliband's 

backing cycling taxes (6) 

 10 Unpleasant as one starts to go grey - how 

awful (for the elderly) about that (7) 

 11 Adult education centre covers heartless 

aftermath surrounding Pearl Harbour (4) 

 12 Pressure to get agreement with Spain for 

whom the money goes to (5) 

 13 Fruity cross and bungaloid now and then (4) 

 14 Laundered riches invested in Dodge and 

Beamer (8,3) 

 19 Outflanked by both parties, disheartened 

Obama gives way (4) 

 21 Cloth design produced by anonymous hippie 

popping ecstasy! (5) 

 23 No alternatives to Blairism? Drown your 

sorrows here (4) 

 24 Setter's receiving award - blushing in parts 

(8) 

 25 Beat the bishop, run out for tablet (5) 

 26 Io’s drunk a gallon before noon - at least at 

fifty, finally showing shame (8) 

 27 The first part for Will after acting his 

dismissal (6) 

 

Down 

 1 Relentless Indy setter abandoning the capital 

(7) 

 2 Ideal Nina only starts to appear by resolving 

unches (8) 

 3 Arch character fronting Inquisitor present in 

a tipsy state about to be given send-off (6) 

 4 Mortification of the flesh - it may be 

character-building having endless cross to 

bear (8) 

 5 I'm about to deceive with superior setting (6) 

 6 Pal shat all over part of road? (7) 

 8 Blowing out air? (5,8) 

 15 Set up a massage business (not half dodgy) 

round so-called 'respectable' area (8) 

 16 Actual wild boar first seen living in the forest 

(8) 

 17 Fruit stuffed with cod roe? Starter from 

Noma's peculiar (7) 

 18 “Guardian for plebs”-Times leader needs to 

tease one outside the UK (7) 

 20 One yet to settle orbited round leaving island 

(6) 

 22 Christopher Chataway turned over item of 

luggage (3,3) 

 

 

Crossword by Omnia 
The perimeter reveals three 

parts of a foursome.  The missing 

part appears twice horizontally 

in the grid.  

Solvers are invited to highlight 

them both. 
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